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Modeling and numerical simulations of microwave-induced ionic transport
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A numerical model was developed to simulate and study microwave-induced transport in ionic
solids. The model is based on continuum equations, is very general, and could be applied to many
materials. The assumptions, boundary conditions, initial conditions, and numerical techniques used
in the model are described. Results are presented from a study of microwave driven defect transport
in sodium chloride. Static, high-frequency, and quasistatic results show that ponderomotive
rectification of vacancy fluxes will act to deplete the vacancies in a near-surface region and will
continue to pull vacancies to the surface through diffusion kinetics. The ponderomotive driving
force for this transport is characterized over a wide range of variable space. The magnitude of the
driving force falls right in the range such that it can explain why microwave-enhanced mass
transport is observed in some experimental cases but not in others. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~98!02311-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The heating of a material depends on two physical p
cesses. First, energy must be absorbed and converted to
through high-energy gas particles colliding with the surfa
of the material~convection heating! or via an interaction be-
tween the material and electromagnetic fields~radiation heat-
ing!. Second, the absorbed heat will transfer within the m
terial via electron or phonon energy transfer~thermal
conduction!. High-temperature heating of ceramic materia
usually involves heating the surface of the sample with
frared radiation, but heating rates are limited by the slow r
of inward heat conduction due to the typically low therm
conductivities of ceramics. Microwave radiation, on t
other hand, penetrates deeper, allowing for more volume
heating and relying less on thermal conduction.

Microwave heating has niche applications for materi
with certain absorption and thermal conduction propert
and many ceramic materials fall into this category. In rec
years, many researchers have studied high-temperature
crowave processing of ceramics such as firing, sinter
joining, and melting.1 The initial stimuli for their efforts
were the unique benefits that microwave heating might p
vide that conventional heating could not. These anticipa
benefits included more precise and controlled volume
heating, faster ramp-up to temperature, lower energy c
sumption, and improved quality and properties of the p
cessed material.

Besides the anticipated benefits, many experimen
have also observed an apparent ‘‘nonthermal’’ effect in

a!Now at Hewlett-Packard, Microwave Technology Division, Santa Ro
CA 95403.

b!Electronic mail: booske@engr.wisc.edu
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form of enhanced kinetics. Specific observations in cera
materials include enhanced rates of sintering,2,3 grain
growth,4 surface-penetration diffusion,5,6 joining,7,8 and
nucleation.9 There is also much anecdotal evidence for m
crowave enhancements of polymer processing, epoxy cur
catalysis, and reactions in organic materials.

An important recent breakthrough in the understand
of these empirical observations has been the identificatio
a fundamental mechanism which nonthermally enhan
solid state ionic mass transport. This previously unrec
nized phenomenon10,11—articulated as a ‘‘ponderomotive
force’’ ~pm f!—is now understood to be a fundamental pro
erty of microwave-irradiated interfaces that represent abr
discontinuities in ionic mobility. Microwave-excited ioni
currents become locally rectified~near the interface!, giving
rise to an additional driving force for mass transport. P
liminary experimental evidence for the action of the micr
wave ponderomotive force was first reported,12 and subse-
quent confirmation was realized by experimental observa
of very specific, theoretically predicted transient decay d
namics of pm f-induced ionic currents in halide sa
crystals.11 From a mathematical standpoint, microwave po
deromotive forces at material interfaces are explicitly
vealed upon nonlinear perturbation analysis of three fun
mental equations applied to a material interface or surfa
the continuity equation, Gauss’s Law, and the mass trans
equation for mobile ionic species. This is discussed
greater detail in the body of this paper. A critical point
emphasize, however, is that no additional model-specific
sumptions are needed to derive the existence of the mi
wavepm f from the three quoted equations from which it
derived; it can be active for crystalline~Schottky or Frenkel
disorder! or amorphous microstructures.

,

1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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In order to more broadly explore what effect the po
deromotive force would have on various classes of ma
transport processes, we developed a numerical mode
simulate the defect perturbations and fluxes that result f
microwave excitation of ionic crystalline solids. This pap
describes the model and computer simulations used to v
alize the ponderomotive effect and to calculate the resul
driving force for mass transport.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The basis of the ponderomotive theory derives from
plying perturbation techniques to a coupled set of nonlin
partial differential equations that describe mass and cha
flow in conducting media in general and ionic solids in p
ticular. The three differential equations used are continu
equations utilized to describe physical problems in plas
physics, semiconductor physics, electrochemistry, and m
rials science. In fact, the term ‘‘ponderomotive’’ is borrowe
from a similar phenomenon in plasma physics. ‘‘Ponderom
tive’’ derives from the Latin wordspondus~weight or mass!
and motive ~to move!; a ponderomotive force is thus an
electromagnetic force that tends to move mass.

The first differential equation describes the flux~J! of a
charged species~n! that results from either a concentratio
gradient (“C) or an electrical potential gradient (E5
2“V):

Jn 5 2 Dn“Cn 1
f DnCn

kT
qnE, ~1!

whereD is the diffusion coefficient,q is the electric charge
of the species,kT is the thermal energy, andf is the corre-
lation coefficient that relates self-diffusion to ionic condu
tion. The correlation coefficient varies typically between 0
and 1, depending on the crystalline structure and diffus
direction, so we ignored it throughout the rest of this work
is also noted that Eq.~1! is written in terms of particle flux,
not charge flux. The two terms on the right-hand side of
~1! are calleddiffusionanddrift, respectively. The diffusion
term ~Fick’s Law! assumes ideal solution behavior, and t
drift term assumes Ohmic conduction. Chemical poten
gradients can be opposed and balanced by electrical pote
gradients at a state of equilibrium~i.e., zero flux!.

The second important equation is the continuity con
tion:

]Cn

]t
5 2 “•Jn 1 Sn , ~2!

which states that the time-rate-of-change of concentra
depends on the divergence of the particle flux and the p
ence of sources/sinks~S!.

The third equation is Gauss’s Law~differential form!:

“•E 5
1

« r«0
(

n
qn~Cn2Cn

i !, ~3!

which states that nonneutral accumulations of~mono! polar
charge serve as~flux! sources of electric field. In Eq.~3!, «0

is the permittivity of free space,« r is the relative dielectric
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constant of the solid~assumed to be independent of the fie
strength!, and the superscripti denotes the initial, equilib-
rium value of the concentration.

In the simulation work, we desired to apply Eqs.~1!–~3!
to the case of high-power microwave fields interacting w
charged defect species in an ionic solid. A few key assum
tions were used. First, since grain sizes are typically m
smaller than microwave wavelengths, we assumed that
electric field strength was uniform across the dimension
the crystal. Second, only the normal component of the e
tric field was considered, so a one-dimensional model w
used with the assumption that the electric field strength w
aligned perpendicular to the crystal surface. Third, only h
of a single crystal was considered such that one bound
was the surface, and the other edge was the bulk or inte
of the crystal.

For the results described here, we simulated the p
deromotive effects in sodium chloride. We allowed for do
ing of NaCl with divalent impurities~e.g., Ca21). However,
the impurities were assumed to be immobile, and only
and Cl vacancy migration was simulated. NaCl was cho
because of its ideal properties as an ionic solid and becau
has well-characterized defect parameters~formation energies
and mobilities!. The generality of the effects studied here
not lost by the choice of NaCl, however, since the continu
equations could be derived for any mobile charged specie
any material. Thus, the model is very general, and the res
can be expected to occur in many solid-state systems.

A. Perturbations

The equations were solved numerically with the aid
perturbation techniques. Perturbations from the initial valu
were allowed for the defect concentrations and the elec
potential/field:

Cn~x,t ! 5 Cn
i ~x! 1 Cn

p~x,t !, ~4!

V~x,t ! 5 Vi~x! 1 Vp~x,t ! 1 Vmw~x,t !, ~5!

E~x,t ! 5 2
]V~x,t !

]x

5 Ei~x! 1 Ep~x,t ! 1 Emw~ t !. ~6!

The subscriptn refers to the vacancy species, the supersc
i indicates the initial, equilibrium values~unchanging in
time!, the superscriptmw denotes the microwave potentia
field, and the superscriptp refers to the perturbation~varying
spatially and temporally! from the initial value due to the
microwave excitation.

The perturbation Eqs.~4!–~6! were then applied to the
differential Eqs.~1!–~3! for the 1D case. It was illustrative to
break the flux Eq.~1! into separate components. Thediffu-
sion flux term yielded two flux components~J1, J2!:

J1n 5 2 Dn

]Cn
i ~x!

]x
and J2n 5 2 Dn

]Cn
p~x,t !

]x
. ~7!

The drift term yielded a total of six components, three i
volving Cn

i (J3 –J5!:
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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J3n 5
Dnqn

kT
Cn

i ~x!Ei~x!, ~8!

J4n 5
Dnqn

kT
Cn

i ~x!Ep~x,t !, ~9!

J5n 5
Dnqn

kT
Cn

i ~x!Emw~ t !, ~10!

and three involvingCn
p (J6 –J8!:

J6n 5
Dnqn

kT
Cn

p~x,t !Ei~x!, ~11!

J7n 5
Dnqn

kT
Cn

p~x,t !Ep~x,t !, ~12!

J8n 5
Dnqn

kT
Cn

p~x,t !Emw~ t !. ~13!

The total flux for each species was obtained from a supe
sition of the components.

Application of the perturbations to the continuity cond
tion yielded separate conditions for each species:

]CNa
p

]t
5 2

]JNa

]x
1 SNa and

]CCl
p

]t
5 2

]JCl

]x
1 SCl . ~14!

In Gauss’s Law, however, the Na and Cl vacancy concen
tions were coupled, but theinitial and perturbationvalues
were separable into the following:

]Ei~x!

]x
5

e

«0« r
@CCl

i ~x! 1 Cdop
i ~x! 2 CNa

i ~x!#, ~15!

]Ep~x,t !

]x
5

e

«0« r
@CCl

p ~x,t ! 2 CNa
p ~x,t !#, ~16!

where the subscriptn5dop represents the divalent dopan
The numerical solution procedure was to simultaneou
solve Eqs.~14! and ~16! while making use of the flux Eqs
~7!–~13!. Of course, a solution could be found only if boun
ary conditions and initial conditions were correctly specifie

B. Boundary conditions

The 1D model had two boundaries—the crystal surfa
at x5s and the bulk or interior of the crystal atx5b. Bound-
ary conditions were specified at each boundary for both
continuity equation and Gauss’s Law.

We considered first the surface boundary conditions.
Gauss’s Law the electrical potential~or one of its deriva-
tives! must be specified at the surface. Since the refere
value of the potential could be arbitrarily assigned, we ch
to define the potential to be zero at the surface and use th
a boundary condition:

Vux5s 5 0. ~17!

For the continuity equation, we recognized seve
physically unique features of the surface. First, in the
sence of dislocations~another assumption of our simula
tions!, vacancies are created and annihilated only at the
face of the crystal. Therefore, the source/sink termS is
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nonzero only at the surface. Second, we recognized tha
the surface, the flux of vacancies from the crystal into
neighboring region~either atmosphere or a neighboring cry
tal! is impeded, and there is an abrupt nonuniformity in t
transport properties:

]Jn

]x U
x5s

Þ 0. ~18!

We investigated three candidate boundary conditions
the continuity equation. In the first candidate~called the
‘‘no-sink’’ condition!, no vacancy creation or annihilatio
was allowed, and the surface was considered impermeab
vacancy fluxes:

Jnux5s5 0 and Snux5s5 0. ~19!

In the second candidate, the source/sink term was han
very much like generation and recombination of electro
and holes in semiconductors:

Jnux5s5 0 and Snux5s5
2 Cn

pux5s

tn
, ~20!

t was a time constant associated with the exchange of ex
vacancies at the surface with the neighboring region. Un
certain simulation conditions, however, this boundary con
tion leads to numerical instability. In the third candida
similar to the second, the exchange of vacancies at the
face depended on the perturbation of their concentration
this approach, however, the source/sink action was inco
rated into the flux action:

Jnux5s5 2 Dn

Cn
pux5s

d
and Snux5s5 0. ~21!

The second and third candidate approaches produced sim
results, but the third was more numerically stable since
flux calculation depended on the diffusion jump distanced
~related to lattice spacing! and not the numerical mesh spa
ing. Later we will discuss results obtained using both E
~19! ~no-sink! and Eq.~21! ~sink! conditions.

In the bulk of the crystal, there were no sources or sin
for vacancies, soSn50. The interior boundary was assume
to be the center point of the crystal, such that symme
conditions applied and the divergence of the flux and elec
field were zero:

]Jn

]x U
x5b

5 0 and
]E

]xU
x5b

5 0. ~22!

Boundary condition~22!, applied to Eq.~14!, implied that
the bulk vacancy concentrations would not change over t
from their initial values; this constraint will be discussed
the results.

C. Initial conditions

The initial conditions of the vacancy and dopant conce
trations and the electrical potential were a necessary and
portant part of the simulations. The previous theoreti
work11,12 had only considered defect concentrations t
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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were initially uniform, but we expanded the model to allo
for preexisting chemical and electrical potential gradients

The concept of space-charge layers in ionic materials
been physically and mathematically developed.13,14 For
lightly doped alkali halides, the result is that cation vacan
concentrations are enhanced near the surface, anion va
cies are depleted, and a large, near-surface electric
holds the concentration gradients in check. Our simulati
incorporated the model of Kliewer and Koehler to descr
the initial conditions in the crystal. Initial vacancy conce
trations (Cn

i ) were calculated using standard defect chem
try including extrinsic doping with divalent cation impuritie
~stress effects from doping and dipole-defect interacti
were not considered!. The initial electrical potential (Vi) and
electric field (Ei) were also calculated from the model. V
cancy formation energies13 and vacancy mobility
parameters15 were taken from the literature.

D. Numerical techniques

After the initial conditions were determined, we solve
numerically Eqs.~14! and ~16! simultaneously with the
boundary conditions. For this purpose, we used the Sim
tion Generator~SIMGEN! software package.16,17 The program
employed a finite-difference calculation based on the Ne
ton method. It also included Gaussian elimination techniq
and Newton damping.

Another feature we used was the Scharfetter–Gum
discretization technique,17,18 which is important when the
spatial variation of the electrical potential is large over
single mesh~discretization! step. We found this approach t
be critical at higher doping levels, when the inherent bou
ary space-charge layer achieved steep potential gradi
The characteristic distance for the space-charge layer is
Debye–Hu¨ckel ~DH! distance (l):

ln 5 ADn«

2sn
5 A«0« rkT

2Cn
i qn

2 ~23!

which is smaller at higher defect concentration levels.
The numerical techniques required mesh specificati

for the time (Dt) and spatial (Dx! dimensions. The time ste
was chosen to be fine enough such that sinusoidal funct
of the microwave field were smoothly replicated; typica
1/32 of a cycle was used. The spatial mesh was then ca
lated and adjusted to satisfy the numerical stability crite
for diffusion:19

Dn <
Dx2

2Dt
. ~24!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The validity of the numerical modeling was tested
several ways. First, we ran the simulations with a zero a
plitude microwave field and observed no perturbations fr
the initial conditions. Second, we applied a step function
the concentration at the surface and found the resulting
dynamics to follow diffusion behavior. Third, when n
source or sinks were included in the model, we found t
the total number of particles and total charge were c
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served. Because the model gave valid results for these t
we trust it gave valid results for simulations of the ponde
motive effect during microwave field application. Adjustab
variables in the model included the microwave field streng
the microwave frequency, the sample temperature, and
amount of divalent cation doping in the sample. Ranges
these variables are listed in Table I.

We classified the results of the simulations into thr
categories—static, high frequency~HF!, and quasistatic
~QS!. The static results were determined solely by the init
conditions. The HF results showed the sinusoidal chara
of the perturbations. The QS results, obtained by time av
aging the HF results over one cycle, showed the slowly va
ing nature of the perturbations. For clarity, we present h
static, HF, and QS results all from the same simulation~the
‘‘example’’ values in Table I!. Finally, we examined the
ponderomotive forcepm f that we calculated from the result
of our simulations, and characterized it within the variab
space laid out in Table I.

A. Static results

The static results did not cause any defect fluxes, per
bations of vacancy concentrations, or perturbation of
electric field and, thus, showed only the spatial variations
the initial values. However, the static case strongly affec
the HF and QS results, and so were worth some examina

Our model of the space-charge effects at the interf
yielded similar concentration profiles to those reported
Ref. 13. However, we found it more enlightening to plot t
profiles on a linear scale rather than on the standard loga
mic scale, where the phenomenon appears quite symme
The DH screening distance is seen in Fig. 1 for the exam
case. The surface boundary is on the right-hand side of
plot, while the bulk of the crystal is towards the left.~Only
40 nm are shown, although the values were calculated
depth of approximately 150 nm.! We see in Fig. 1 that the
distance scalings for Na vacancy enhancement and Cl
cancy depletion appear different, and this difference was a
noticed in the HF and QS results discussed below. The in
electric potential (Vi) similarly varied over the length of the
DH distance from 0 V at thesurface to approximately20.2
V in the bulk. The initial electric field (Ei) also varied over
the DH distance from 0 V/m in the bulk to approximate
24 3 107 V/m at the surface.

The scale length of the space charge and segrega
effects merits some discussion. As the doping level was
creased in the simulations, the DH distance became sma
As mentioned above, when it becomes small enough,
electrical potential changes over a very short distance and

TABLE I. Adjustable variables explored in the simulations.

Variable Range Example case

MicrowaveE field 105– 106 106

strength~V/m!
Microwave frequency~Hz! 106– 1010 109

Crystal temperature~K! 400–1000 800
Crystal doping~mole fraction! 1026– 1023 1025
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Scharfetter–Gummel discretization technique must be
ployed. It is also important to consider the DH length
comparison to the characteristic diffusion length (l ) during
a microwave cycle of frequencyf :

l n ' ADn

f
, ~25!

since l is the distance within the crystal over which th
ponderomotive action due to the surface boundary condi
takes effect. For our simulations of NaCl, the DH distan
was typically longer than the diffusion distance for most
the variable space we probed. The two lengths become
proximately equivalent when the ionic conductivity (s) is
about the same as the dielectric conductivity (v«).

B. High-frequency results

To obtain a ponderomotive effect, a high-frequency e
citation must cause HF vacancy perturbations. In our mo
this was principally found in theJ5 flux term @Eq. ~10!#.
WheneverJ5 was spatially nonuniform, HF concentratio
perturbations occurred by virtue of Eq.~14!. Gradients in the
vacancy fluxes derived from two sources. One was the ab
flux disruption at the surface boundary@Eq. ~18!#. Another
source was the nonuniform initial vacancy concentratio
shown in Fig. 1. SinceCn

i values were nonuniform, the J
fluxes were also nonuniform.

In Fig. 2 we plot the spatial variation and time evolutio
of J5Cl for the same example presented in Fig. 1. The ve
cal axis shows the value of the flux. The surface of the cr
tal is on the forward-right side of the plot, and the interior
the crystal towards the back left. The time axis starts att50
at the back right of the plot and evolves in time towards
front left. Two full cycles of microwave fields at l GHz an

FIG. 1. The initial concentration profiles (Cn
i ) for Cl vacancies and Na

vacancies plotted on a linear scale.
Downloaded 09 Apr 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to A
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l06 V/m are shown. The flux decreases as it approaches
surface because the initial concentration of Cl vacancie
depleted within the DH layer@see Fig.~1!#. Not seen here is
the very abrupt flux nonuniformity at the boundary becau
we are only plottingJ5 and not the total flux.

TheJ5 fluxes were exactly sinusoidal in time, so no n
flux was derived by time averaging theJ5 term of the flux.
Yet, because of the nonuniformity ofJ5, vacancy concentra
tions were perturbed from their initial values, as per Eq.~14!.
The Cl vacancy perturbations (CCl

p ) that resulted from the
spatial nonuniformity ofJ5Cl are shown in Fig. 3. The two
distance scales—l andl—are clearly seen here. The diffu
sion effect was localized within a few nanometers of t
surface, while the DH scale extended over more than the
nm distance plotted here.Diffusion occurred because of th
J2 flux, so that when the concentration was perturb
abruptly at the surface, some vacancies would diffuse b
into the crystal over a length characterized byl .

The HF Na vacancy perturbations (CNa
p ) are plotted in

Fig. 4. The perturbations within 1–2 nm of the surface a
most apparent, indicating that for Na vacancies, the surf
boundary condition produced the most ponderomotive
tion. The effect of the DH screening layer is difficult to se
in Fig. 4, but it was the cause of the subsurface~31 nm!
vacancy concentration oscillations that were 180° out

FIG. 2. The HF fluxJ5 of Cl vacancies near the surface boundary.

FIG. 3. The HF perturbations of Cl vacancy concentration (CCl
p ) near the

surface boundary.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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phase with respect to the surface level oscillations. In
case of Cl vacancies, the space-charge effects and the su
boundary condition both acted to retard the J5Cl flux. Thus,
both the effects acted together and were in phase. On
other hand, the enhanced Na vacancy concentration w
the DH layer acted to accelerate theJ5 flux, while the
boundary condition retarded the flux. One therefore sees
two effects in Fig. 4 to be out of phase.

Because the oppositely charged HF Na and Cl vaca
perturbations were~1! of different magnitude and~2! 180°
out of phase with each other, there existed a HF electric fi
perturbation, as follows from Eq.~16!. The perturbation field
(Ep) is plotted for the same two microwave cycles in Fig.
It was 180° out of phase with respect to the microwave fie
so it acted in opposition to the microwaves. However,
magnitude ofEp was usually only a few percent~2% in this
case! of Emw.

To this point we have shown how the initial condition
and the boundary conditions lead to spatially nonunifo
fluxes and HF concentration oscillations. The stage is t
set for ponderomotive action, since the HF concentrat
perturbations are multiplied by the sinusoidal driving fiel
in Eqs. ~12! and ~13!. The J7 and J8 fluxes had a strong
sine2 nature to them. This is clearly seen in Fig. 6 forJ8Cl .

FIG. 4. The HF perturbations of Na vacancy concentration (CNa
p ) near the

surface boundary.

FIG. 5. The HF perturbations of the electric field (Ep) near the surface
boundary.
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Again, two microwave cycles are being plotted, but this tim
we observed four peaks instead of two, as is indicative o
sine2 function. Some of the values were in fact negative b
cause there was a slight phase shift~due to the diffusion time
delay! between the application of the sinusoidal microwa
field and the resulting sinusoidal concentration perturbatio
Plots of J7Cl , J7Na, andJ8Na all showed similar sine2 be-
havior.

The ponderomotive action~seen in Fig. 6! caused recti-
fication of vacancy fluxes near the surface. As we will sh
in the following section, this effect produced a time-averag
nonzero~quasistationary! flux of particles within the crystal.
We will next examine how the high-frequency rectificatio
acted as a driving force for mass transport.

C. Quasistatic results

The results we have presented so far are illustrative
the common qualitative phenomenology observed in mos
the simulations. Of course, the values of temperature
doping impacted the specific magnitude of the DH screen
length near the surface boundary. The magnitude of the
perturbations also depended on the field strength, and
diffusion scalingl depended on the frequency. Neverth
less, the HF results were qualitatively similar over a wi
range of variable space. They were also somewhat inse
tive to the exact form of the surface boundary condition. T
same cannot be said, however, about the quasistatic res
They were obtained by time averaging the HF effects a
therefore measured the amount of asymmetry or nonsinu
dal nature of the HF oscillations. The magnitude of the Q
results were therefore much smaller than the HF result
usually by several orders of magnitude. The QS results a
varied from case to case. In fact, the case study we are
senting here gave slightly atypical QS results. We will the
fore complement it with QS results from another set of sim
lation variables in order to show the more typical results a
to give the reader some sense of the complex nature of
phenomenon.

The results we present here all derived from simulatio
with boundary condition~21!, so we will first discuss the
effect of the surface boundary condition on the QS resu

FIG. 6. TheJ8Cl flux showed sine2 behavior near the surface.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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For the ‘‘no sink’’ condition ~19!, the QS results generall
showed an electrochemical potential gradient building up
oppose the ponderomotive driving force. A quasisteady s
was reached in which we observed a ‘‘double-layer’’ stru
ture. There was a QS enhancement of the vacancy con
trations right near the surface, and this was balanced b
subsurface depletion region over the scale length of the
layer. In other words, the charged defects were able to re
tribute themselves to achieve a uniform electrochemical
tential, exactly as in the case of boundary space-charge
fects. This result was physically interesting, but certainly
not lead to mass transport. We recognized that our lD mo
with boundary Eq.~19! did not accurately replicate the 3D
reality of a presintered compact, for example. By apply
HF electric fields in thex direction, we perturbed the equ
librium concentrations to a second quasiequilibrium sta
but the vacancies would have wanted to diffuse down
concentration gradients in they and z directions that were
not included in the model. We therefore considered t
ways to modify the model. Converting the model to 2D
3D was one possibility, but it would have made the simu
tions computationally burdensome. We decided rather
change the surface boundary condition to allow for so
interaction of the vacancies with the ‘‘environment.’’ Phys
cally, this could represent vacancy annihilation/creation a
grain boundary or free surface, or it might represent vac
cies diffusing away in they and z directions. We therefore
believe that boundary conditions~20! or ~21! were more ap-
propriate for the types of effects we wished to study.

In Figs. 7 and 8, we plot the spatial and temporal evo
tion of the time-averaged concentration perturbations for
and Na vacancies, respectively. The ‘‘viewing angle’’ f
these 3D plots is now slightly different than for the previo
ones. The surface boundary is at the right and the bulk
wards the left. The length displayed was truncated to be
show the effects near the surface, although the simula
was carried out to greater depths. The time axis evolves f
the back forwards. The first time-line plotted is after 2
cycles~200 ns! and the last is after 3000 cycles.

FIG. 7. The QS Cl vacancy concentration perturbations near the surfa
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For Cl vacancies, the QS concentration perturbations
Fig. 7 were noted to be negative except for a small posit
value right at the surface. The Cl vacancies were slow
being depleted, and the depletion region worked inwar
This depletion surpassed the length of the DH screening
tance and continued working inwards to the inner bound
of the computer model.

The behavior for Na vacancies is seen to be quite diff
ent in Fig. 8. There was a large negative ‘‘spike’’ within
nm of the surface, followed by a slightly positive concentr
tion perturbation at depths beyond 2–3 nm. This case
atypical because the Cl vacancies were depleted in the
surface region, while the Na vacancies were enhanced
most of the simulations, both species were depleted in
subsurface region because the ponderomotive action d
both vacancy types to the surface where they were ann
lated. Since they were destroyed at the surface, the pond
motive force continued to ‘‘pump’’ them to the surfac
slowly depleting the subsurface region. Although such dep
tion did occur in this case, as is seen in Fig. 9, the posit

.
FIG. 8. The QS Na vacancy concentration perturbations near the surfa

FIG. 9. The QS concentration perturbations after 400 cycles and 3
cycles.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Na vacancy concentration perturbation from;2 to 20 nm
severely throttled the depletion effect.

In Fig. 9 we plot ‘‘snapshots’’ of both QS concentratio
perturbations on a finer scale to examine more details
profiles shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The entire QS perturbat
profile for Cl vacancies is clearly shown. After 400 cycle
there was a slightly positive region between 40 and 70
below the surface, but it was otherwise negative. Going fr
left ~crystal interior! to right ~crystal surface!, the Na va-
cancy concentration perturbation started to rise at abou
nm below the surface, went offscale at about 25 nm,
came back down again at about 2–3 nm. The almost ver
line seen at 2–3 nm corresponds to the rapid dropoff into
large negative spike seen in Fig. 8. After 3000 ns, we see
Cl vacancy depletion worked inwards so that the entire p
file is now negative. More interestingly, the Na vacancy co
centration was becoming depleted and, in fact, correspon
to the Cl vacancy concentration below 60 nm. Because
two vacancy concentration perturbations were unequa
depths above 60 nm, there was a space-charge field resu
from the disparity. We see in Fig. 10 the QSE-field pertur-
bation caused by these unequal vacancy concentrations
thus had a boundary space charge condition similar to
initial conditions. The Na vacancy concentration was e
hanced, the Cl vacancy concentration was decreased, a
negative space-chargeE field helped to keep it all in check
The disparity in concentrations and resultingE field thus
acted to throttle vacancy transport to the surface.

For comparison, we now present results from anot
simulation run with l000 ppm doping, 900 K temperatu
and a microwave field of 106 V/m at 1 GHz. The behavior o
the QS results from this case were qualitatively represe
tive of the results seen typically, but the magnitude of the
results did vary by several orders of magnitude over the v
able space probed in other simulations.

Figure 11 shows the QS concentration perturbations
Cl vacancies for this second case. There was a small pos
value at the surface and a large subsurface depletion re
that was seen to propagate inwards rather quickly. We
only plotting the 50 nm closest to the surface, although
inner boundary is at about 250 nm. After 3000 cycles~3 ms!,

FIG. 10. The QSE field perturbations near the surface.
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the QS perturbations extended inwards almost as far as
inner boundary. As mentioned above, the bulk bound
condition did not allow for any concentration perturbation
so it was not ideally suited for studying the quasistatic pro
lem for longer times. It was clear, though, from the behav
we see in Fig. 11 that the depletion region would continue
propagate inwards following diffusion-type behavior. The
results therefore showed that the ponderomotive effect, c
bined with some type of surface sink condition, could dri
mass transport over longer distance scales.

What distinguished this case from the previous ca
study was that the Na vacancy concentrations were also
pleted in the subsurface regime. This is shown in Fig.
The large negative spike occurred within the diffusion leng
of the ponderomotive effect~;4–5 nm!, but its structure did
not evolve with time. However. if we zoom in and examin
the QS concentration snapshots on a finer scale, as we d
Fig. 13, we see that the Na vacancy concentration was ev
ing in unison with the Cl vacancy concentration. The N
vacancies were being depleted on the exact same sca

FIG. 11. The QS Cl vacancy concentration perturbations for the second
with a NaCl crystal at 900 K and 1000 ppm doping level.

FIG. 12. The QS Na vacancy concentration perturbations for the sec
case with a NaCl crystal at 900 K and 1000 ppm doping level.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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were the Cl vacancies.~The spike seen at; 7 nm depth is in
the Na vacancy concentration profile and occurs at the t
sition between near-surface ponderomotive-driven deple
and the subsurface diffusion-driven depletion.!

Because the subsurface concentrations of the two spe
tracked so well, this was clearly a case of charge conse
tion and coupled diffusion. We therefore saw no spa
charge field resulting from these perturbations. The
E-field perturbation had a large value at the surface t
physically corresponded to the large near-surface Na
cancy concentration spike seen in Fig. 12. However, in
subsurface region, the field was essentially zero. Since t
was no electrical potential gradient to oppose the chem
potential gradient in this region, diffusion-type fluxes o
curred and continued to transport mass over long time
distance scales.

It should be clear from the QS results presented in
section that the nature of the ponderomotive model w
rather complicated even when applied to a simplified, 1
single-crystal specimen. Other complexities abound and h
not yet been fully investigated. For example, if the diffusi
length outdistanced the DH length, we would expect a co
pletely different QS response.

D. Driving force results

A major goal of the computer modeling was to obtain
quantitative estimate for the ponderomotive driving for
(pm f) so that we could compare it to driving forces for oth
mass transport processes. In this section we discuss ex
how we calculated thepm f and then compared it to othe
driving forces.

In the computer model, thepm f was calculated from the
quasistatic fluxes by dividing them into a transport coe
cient (L) and a driving force~pm f!:

Jn
qs 5 Lnpm f. ~26!

From Eqs.~12! and ~13!, we were then able to identify:

Ln 5 S DnCn
i

kT D ~27!

FIG. 13. The QS concentration perturbations for the second case afte
cycles and 3000 cycles.
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and usinĝ & to denote time averaging over one cycle:

pm f [ K Cn
p

Cn
i qn~Emw1Ep!L . ~28!

The ponderomotive driving force was thus derived only fro
the flux terms involving two sinusoidally varying terms mu
tiplied by one another. Other QS transport occurred throu
the J2,J4, andJ6 flux terms, but these were not driven b
ponderomotiveaction. TheJ2 ~diffusion! term was the prin-
cipal means by which vacancies were transported towa
the surface, but theJ7 andJ8 ~ponderomotive! terms were
priming the diffusion pump by driving vacancies to the su
face, where they were consumed. We therefore chose to
culate thepm f from the perturbation values at the surface
the crystal. The calculation was done in units of Newtons,
that direct comparison with other driving forces was eas
accomplished.

In a series of simulations, we measured thepm f for both
vacancy species over the variable ranges listed in Tab
The baseline case was the same as the example case in
I except that a doping of 1024 was used instead of 1025.
From this baseline, we then changed one variable at a t
while keeping the other variables constant. We pres
therefore, only a few ‘‘slices’’ through the four-dimension
variable space. The simulations all used boundary condi
~21!, but we will also present, for comparison purpose
some results obtained from the ‘‘no sink’’ condition~19!.

The first variable of interest was the microwave fie
strength~in V/m!. We found the relationship between th
pm f and the square of theE field to be exactly linear~rang-
ing from about 10218 N at 105 V/m to 10216 N at 106 V/m!.
This followed the general predictions of the analytic
model11 and both the theoretical analysis and experimen
results for our ionic current measurements.12 In fact, we con-
sidered the observed linear behavior to be another succe
test of the validity of the computer model. We observed
the HF results, for example, that magnitude of the flux co
ponentsJ2, J4, J5, andJ6 all increased linearly with theE
field, while J7 andJ8 increased linearly with the square o
the field.

Figure 14 shows how thepm f varied as the simulated

00 FIG. 14. Thepm f characterized vs the divalent cation doping level.
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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crystal was doped with divalent impurities. Thepm f
changed by less than a factor of two, although it should
remembered that the transport coefficient@Eq. ~27!# will vary
much more with doping. We suspected that thepm f started
to change at higher doping levels because the DH length
becoming shorter, and the ponderomotive contribution fr
the concentration gradients became more important. At
doping levels, the ponderomotive action derived mostly fr
the boundary condition and was therefore unrelated to
defect concentrations.

Moving now to frequency, we characterized thepm f
versus a wide spectrum of high frequency excitations, a
shown in Fig. 15. The dashed lines indicatepm f values cal-
culated from simulations with the ‘‘no sink’’ boundary con
dition. In that case, thepm f was seen to rise to compara
tively large values at lower frequencies, because the lon
time period allowed for more perturbation of the vacan
concentrations. However, as our QS results showed, this
sink’’ case lead to a quasiequilibrium condition and not lon
range mass transport. Thepm f values resulting from the
‘‘sink’’ boundary condition had a more complex nature. W
strongly suspect that they dropped off at lower frequenc
because the HF vacancy perturbations at the surface
more time to react and be annihilated. This happened m
for Na vacancies because of their higher mobility. It did n
happen in the ‘‘no sink’’ condition, since defects were n
allowed to be annihilated at the surface in that case. On
the more intriguing features seen in Fig. 15 for the ‘‘sink
condition is the dip in thepm f for Na vacancies right aroun
3 MHz. This frequency corresponded to the condition wh
the ionic conductivity (s) was equivalent to the dielectri
conductivity (v«). Below this frequency, therefore, the di
fusion length was larger than the DH length, while the o
posite was true above that frequency.

Finally, we present in Fig. 16 the calculatedpm f values
versus the crystal temperature. We again see the values g
through a maximum and then dropping off. Analogous to
above argument, we believe this occurred because at hi
temperatures the defects were more mobile and reacted~were
annihilated! faster at the surface. The values measured fr
the ‘‘no sink’’ simulations are also plotted here for compa
son, and they were identical at lower temperatures, jus

FIG. 15. Thepm f characterized vs the microwave frequency.
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they were identical at higher frequencies in Fig. 15. T
‘‘sink’’ values only started to deviate from the ‘‘no sink’
values at around 700 K.

The humps seen in Figs. 15 and 16 indicate that there
optimal values for frequency and temperature. In the fo
slices of variable space presented here, we have probabl
happened upon the largest possiblepm f value, but we none-
theless have acquired a good quantitative estimate of
ponderomotive driving force. From the results shown
Figs. 14 to 16, we can estimate that thepm f falls in a range
of 10219– 10215 N and more typically within 10218– 10216

N.
In Table II we compare the microwavepm f with other

driving forces that we have calculated. Thepm f is larger
than the driving force for joining and may therefore expla
the rate enhancements seen during microwave joining.
find that thepm f falls between the essentially zero drivin
force for isotope diffusion and the larger driving force f
chemical diffusion. This may explain why, when using m
crowave heating, large enhancements of isotope diffus
were experimentally observed,6 but no enhancement o
chemical interdiffusion was seen10 unless diffusion occurred
over long distances,5 such that the chemical driving forc
dropped to the equivalent level of the ponderomotive driv
force.

Compared to the sintering driving force, thepm f is
equivalent or larger, especially compared to the intermed

FIG. 16. Thepm f characterized vs the crystal temperature.

TABLE II. Comparison of microwave pmf and other thermochemical dr
ing forces for ionic transport in NaCl.

Transport driving force Typical magnitude~N!

Sintering 1mm powder—initial stage ; 10216

Sintering 1mm powder—intermediate ; 10218

stage
Joining two flat faces ,10218

Temperature gradients existing during ; 10219

microwave heating
Chemical inter-diffusion~depending on ;10216 to `

conc. gradients!
Tracer isotope diffusion !10219

Microwavepm f ; 10219– 10215
IP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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stages of sintering. Thepm f could therefore explain why
more rate enhancement is observed during the intermed
stages of microwave sintering.2 Some questions still remai
how the ponderomotive fluxes would impact the sinter
process because of the complicated three dimensional ge
etries in powdered compacts. We have sketched in Fig. 1
grain boundary between two pores in a porous compact.
case~1! when theE field is oriented perpendicular to th
boundary, vacancies would be driven to the boundary
depleted within a certain range of the boundary. This wo
then attract more vacancies from the pore into the grain
grain boundary, and the ponderomotive effect would the
fore assist the densification process. However, in case~2!,
when the field is perpendicular to the free surface of the p
the flux of vacancies would be in the wrong direction a
would impede the sintering process. In a powdered comp
one would expect to find a completely randomized orien
tion of theE field with respect to the grain boundary. By wa
of speculation, though, we would expect that the bound
conditions at the grain boundary would differ from th
boundary conditions at the free surface. A true experime
test of this hypothesis might be to measure directional d
sification rates for a sample situated in a single mode ca
where the field orientation with respect to the sample
known and controlled. If, for example, the field is orient
along the axis of a cylindrical sample, one might see gre
shrinkage in that direction compared to the radial directi
This is clearly an area that warrants further investigation

Finally, it is instructive to speculate on the possible r
evance of microwave ponderomotive forces to reports of
hanced solid state reaction rates in microwave-heated
bides, nitrides, or other ostensibly covalent~nonionic!
materials. For example, the carbothermal reduction o
TiO2-and-graphite powder mixture to TiC and CO2 was
observed20 to occur three times faster during microwa
heating as compared with conventional heating at the s
temperature. Unreasonably high temperature errors of 5
600 °C ~out of a typical process temperature of 1500 °!
would be required to explain these results solely on the b
of temperature mismeasurement arguments. An intrigu
point in the context of microwavepm f requires ionized at-

FIG. 17. Consideration of the ponderomotive effect in a porous comp
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oms to manifest its influence. One possible explanation
realized by consulting research which establish that there
nonnegligible fractional ionicity to the interatomic bonds,
well as mobile point defects~e.g., carbon vacancies! in
TiC.21,22 In fact, the fractional ionization is of the order o
one electron charge, which is in good agreement with p
dictions based on Pauling’s electronegativity scale.23 Hence,
there are indeed opportunities for microwave field coupl
to—and, thus, microwavepm f influence on—the mobile
atomic species in solids that are conventionally character
as covalent. This also is an area worthy of further inquiry

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To complement the previous analytical treatment of
ponderomotive effect, we developed a numerical model w
thorough consideration of boundary conditions, initial con
tions, and numerical techniques. The model, based on c
tinuum equations, can be applied to many different materi
We presented results from simulations of the ponderomo
effect in NaCl. Thestatic results were important for deter
mining the length scales over which the concentration gra
ents and ponderomotive effects occurred. Plots of thehigh-
frequencyresults were powerful visual aids for showing th
vacancy flux rectification due to the initial concentration g
dients and the boundary conditions. The time-averagedqua-
sistatic results proved that the ponderomotive force cou
pump defects to the crystal boundary and drive long-ra
mass transport well into the interior of the crystal. Final
the magnitude of the ponderomotive driving force was e
plored over a wide variable range, and the results exp
why microwave-enhanced mass transport is observed in
tain mass transport processes but not in others.
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